
Q.1 Choose the right option and rewrite the sentences : (4)

1) One should always keep a …………… box for emergency. 
a. lunch           b. first aid           c. compass           d. pencil

2) Cold winds blowing from the north of …………….  are obstructed by the Himalayas.
a. Asia          b. Siberia          c. Russia          d. China

3) The evergreen forests of India are found ............... rainfall region. 
a. 1000mm          b. 2000mm          c. 3000mm          d. 400 mm.

4) Brazil was under ............. rule for more than three centuries. 
a. British          b. Spanish          c. Portuguese          d. American

Q.2 Match the correct pair. (4)

 Column "A"  Column "B"

i. Evergreen forests a. Sundar trees

ii. Deciduous forests b. Pine

iii. Coastal forests c. Pau Brazil

iv. Himalayan forests d. Khejri

v. Thorny and shrub-type vegetation is found e. Teak

  f. Orchid

Q.3 Answer in one sentence. (Any four) (4)

1) Out of which process has the plateau of Maharashtra formed?

2) Which sector of Brazil economy provide maximum contribution to its G.O.P.l.?

3) Which country has a larger latitudinal extent : Brazil or India?

4) Where does the rain-shadow region lie in Brazil ?

5) In which part of India does the Temperature drop down to – 40° C.

Q.4 (A) Do as per the instructions given below. (4)

Fill information in the map of India, give titles and prepare an index/legend.

i. River Ganga.
ii. River Narmada. 
iii. River Kaveri.
iv. The Himalayas.
v. Western Coastal Plain 
vi. Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

(B) Answer the following questions on the basis of the map given. (Any four) (4)



   

Answer the following questions reading map of Brazil.

i. What is the title of map?
ii. Name the two states of Brazil where population in between 91 to 100% urbanize.
iii. Name the two state having population between 71 to 80% urbanize.
iv. Name the two state having population least urbanize.
v. In which category of organization does Rio De Janerio fall.

Q.5 Give geographical reasons. (Any two) (6)

1) In Brazil majority of population in found in the eastern coastal areas.

2) Around 60% of the land in India is under cultivation.

3) There are no West flowing rivers in Brazil.

4) Vegetation is scarce in high altitudes of Himalaya.

Q.6 (A) Draw a graph / Answer the help of the given statistical information. (6)

Prepare a multiple bar graph and write the answers

 Brazil's Exports and Imports                        (Value in nearest 10000's US $)

Year Exports Imports 

2009-10  15  13 

2010-11  20  18

2011-12  26  23

2012-13  24  22

i. Brazil belongs to which type of balance of trade? 
ii. In which year there was highest percentage increase in Brazil's exports?
iii. In which year there was highest percentage increase in Brazil's imports?

OR

(B) Answer the following by reading the graph/diagram.
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i. What was the percentage of urbanization in 1961?
ii. In which decade was urbanization highest?
iii. In which decade was the growth of urbanization lowest?
iv. What inference can you draw regarding India’s urbanization after reading the graph?
v. What was the increase in percentage of urbanization in 1991 - 2001?
vi Which decade witnessed the highest increase in the percentage of urbanization?

Q.7 Answer the following in detail. (Any two) (8)

1) Explain the location of both India and Brazil.

2) What environmental issues are faced by Brazil and India?

3) Write short note on Amazon river basin.
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